
Micro Curved Adapter



This new adapter is composed by a central body and two 
sides parts which are articulated and allow the insertion and 
functioning of the adapter into curved tracks.

9609/B is a mechanical adapter so that max load is up to 
10N. The same adapter can also be used in all the linear 
micro tracks.

Max 6°Max 6°
Max 6°Max 6°

Tot 12° Tot 12°

9609/B



Curved AdapterSenzafine  Flat



SENZAFINE FLAT is the new linear light modules range 
developed for MULTISYSTEM EVO and micro tracks. 
The light modules are flush with the track itself thus giving 
a minimal and iconic look to lighting applications.
The product is available in opal or UGR versions and in 
different lengths.

SENZAFINE FLAT is part of SENZAFINE product range and 
keeps the same well-known quality of light.  

Mechanical joint for
installation and uninstallation

SENZAFINE FLAT OPAL SENZAFINE FLAT UGR

670mm - 1 LED modules
1170mm - 2 LED modules
1670mm - 3 LED modules

300mm - 1 LED module
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Curved AdapterSenzafine Twist Cross



SENZAFINE TWIST is a product range suitable for situations 
in which the light itself can be considered as a 3D design 
element in a track lighting project and its CROSS version 
gives even more dynamism and movement to it.
The product itself is a linear rounded light module that can 
shift vertical into the track, horizontal on all its length and 
turn 360° on itself. It comes in different lengths and with 
two different types of mechanical connection to the electrical adapter, so that it can be used in all 
MULTISYSTEM EVO surface, trimless and suspended tracks for direct and indirect light.

The new SENZAFINE TWIST CROSS is meant to be used between two tracks. The light modules are 
provided with two adapters and they can be used in applications with parallel tracks to be moved 
vertical and horizontal by one or both sides.



Curved AdapterKom-po



KOM-PO WITH MICRO TRACKS KOM-PO WITH MULTISYSTEM TRACKS

KOM-PO is a structure developed to create multi-level track lighting projects.
It is based on connection joints which easily link MULTISYSTEM EVO or micro 
tracks on different high levels thus creating 3D-multilevel structures made 
of tracks, on which it is possible to place spotlights or linear light modules 
depending on the needs.
KOM-PO structures can adjust to be used in different light applications from 
retail to home and hospitality.



Onetrack Advance



A.A.G. Stucchi presents ONETRACK™ ADVANCE track, 
the evolution of our ONETRACK™ range towards 
sustainability. Our pro-active response to the current 
market’s needs.

ONETRACK™ ADVANCE keeps the peculiar and 
successful features of ONETRACK™ range, evolving 
into its new version increasing its added values.

Optimize production process, costs and stock levels as it uses same connections
and accessories as ONETRACK™ range

EFFICIENT

Need to change only the track codes in your catalogues
to make the switch easier.

EASY

Our pro-active response to the market’s needs 
RESPONSIBLE
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